An atomic mean-field spin-orbit approach within exact two-component theory for a non-perturbative treatment of spin-orbit coupling.
An atomic mean-field (AMF) spin-orbit (SO) approach within exact two-component theory (X2C) is reported, thereby exploiting the exact decoupling scheme of X2C, the one-electron approximation for the scalar-relativistic contributions, the mean-field approximation for the treatment of the two-electron SO contribution, and the local nature of the SO interactions. The Hamiltonian of the proposed SOX2CAMF scheme comprises the one-electron X2C Hamiltonian, the instantaneous two-electron Coulomb interaction, and an AMF SO term derived from spherically averaged Dirac-Coulomb Hartree-Fock calculations of atoms; no molecular relativistic two-electron integrals are required. Benchmark calculations for bond lengths, harmonic frequencies, dipole moments, and electric-field gradients for a set of diatomic molecules containing elements across the periodic table show that the SOX2CAMF scheme offers a balanced treatment for SO and scalar-relativistic effects and appears to be a promising candidate for applications to heavy-element containing systems. SOX2CAMF coupled-cluster calculations of molecular properties for bismuth compounds (BiN, BiP, BiF, BiCl, and BiI) are also presented and compared with experimental results to further demonstrate the accuracy and applicability of the SOX2CAMF scheme.